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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137*

Washington, D.C. 20555

REFERENCE: DOCKET NO. 50-333
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT: 89-018-00

Isolation of High Pressure I

Coolant Injection Turbine -
False High Steam Flow

,

Dear' Sir:

This Licensee Event Report is submitted in accordance with
10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(iv) and (v).
Questions concerning this report may be addressed to
Mr. Hamilton Fish at (315) 349-6013.

| .Very truly yours,

,/ / ' 'I
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Enclosure {

cc: USNRC, Region I
' INPO Records Center

American Nuclear Insurers
NRC Resident Inspector
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A routine surveillance test of the operability of the High Pressure
Coolant Injection (HPCI) (BJ) system was in progress on October 8, 1989
at 14 percent power during start-up following a planned three-week
maintenance outage. At 10:26 A.M., a HPCI high steam flow signal
closed the HPCI isolation valves for the outboard steam supply and
steam line warming. Operators verified the absence of steam leakage.
The surveillance tests required to be performed when HPCI is inoperable
were initiated.

1

|
Inspection of the differential pressure transmitter, which provides the
high steam flow signal, found the calibration was accurate. During

,

| recalibration a small quantity of air was observed to vent from the
pressure instrument sensing lines. It is believed that presence of

I non-condensible, but compressible air in the sensing lines, combined
with the fast start transient, resulted in oscillations and the false
high steam flow signal. A firm hypothesis for the source of entry of

p
. non-condensibles into the system was not established.

Upon satisfactory performance of the surveillance test, HPCI was
returned to service at 6:30 P.M. The pressure transmitter will again'
be calibrated and vented during the next scheduled outage.

LER-86-015 describes a RCIC isolation due to false high steam flow due
| to air in the' sensor transmitter.
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Description

on October 8, 1989 the plant was engaged in power ascension and had
achieved a level of 14 percent of full power following start-up from a
planned three-week' maintenance outage. Performance of Surveillance
Test ST-4N, "HPCI Flow Rate and In-Service Test (IST)" for the High
Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system [BJ] was in progress. Tais
test is performed at low pressure during start-up and again at normal
operating pressure in accordance with Technical Specifications and
Section XI of the ASME code. The purpose is to demonstrate pump and
turbine flow capacity, cycle isolation valves, and collect data for the
IST program.

At 10:26 A.M. during HPCI turbine start-up, the "high steam flow"
annunciator illuminated and outboard steam supply isolation valve .

23MOV-16 and steam line warming isolation valve 23MOV-60 automatically.

closed.

0?erators immediately inspected the HPCI steam line and turbine areas.
Taere was no evidence of steam leakage. HPCI was declared inoperable.
Required HPCI inoperability surveillance testing of alternate systems
was initiated. Instrumentation and Control technicians checked the
high flow instrument system calibration which was satisfactory. A
small quantity of air was observed to vent from the sensing line during
recalibration. The cause for the spurious high steam flow signal is
believed to have been the presence of this air in the sensing line to
the steam flow differential pressure transmitters. The HPCI
surveillance test was then performed successfully. HPCI was restored :

to service at 6:30 P.M..
t

Cause I

The cause of the automatic isolation was the false initiation of the
HPCI steam line high flow isolation logic circuit. Air in the sensing
system leading to potentially unstable oscillation of the
differential pressure sfgnal is believed to be the cause of the false
high steam flow signal which isolated the HPCI turbine. The function
of this circuit is to stop steam flow from the reactor in the event of
a steam line break outside the primary containment.,

At high steam flow rates a measurable differential pressure is created
by the pressure drop through an elbow in the steam supply piping system
inside the primary containment. Combined differential pressur,e sensors
and transmitters send signals to a master trip unit (MT U )''. The signal
strength is proportional to the magnitude of the differential pressure.
The trip point is adjusted to a differential pressure signal strength
which is equivalent to a steam flow of 300 percent of normal full load
flow.
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The pressure sensing line to the transmitter is filled with liquid to
provide a relatively incompressible transmission medium. During the
inspection and recalibration of the sensor transmitter (following the
isolation) a small quantity of air was observed to vent from the
liquid-filled sensing line at the transmitter. The presence of
compressible air pockets in the small diameter sensing line or pressure
chambers may have created a condition conducive to unstable compression
and oscillation in the sensing line during periods of rapid change in
the steam flow which exist during fast start of the HPCI turbine.
Possible sources of air entry into the system were considered. A
similar isolation of the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) [BN)
system occurred in 1986 (LER-86-015). The source of air entry for that
event was replacement of a transmitter unit followed by inadequate
venting. However, the transmitter for the HPCI system has not been
opened for testing or corrective maintenance for approximately a year.
During that year the HPCI system has been subjected to more than 20
fast starts without receipt of a high steam flow alarm. One possible
explanation is that non-condensibles entered the system by an unknown
method during the maintenance outage. Another possible explanation is
that non-condensibles have been in the system during the past year and
migrated to a sensitive location as a result of the plant
depressurization and repressurization for the maintenance outage. (The
plant had operated for 271 days prior to this planned outage.)

Analysis

The HPCI system is an engineered safety feature designed to inject a
highly reliable source of water into the reactor at rated pressure and
in sufficient volume to maintain core coverage through a broad spectrum
of hypothetical accident conditions. The principal component is a
turbine-driven high pressure, high volume multi-stage centrifugal pump.

|
The steam supply to the turbine comes directly from the reactor vessel ,

thus ensuring availability regardless of the condition of AC electric L

power supplies.

| Because the HPCI system was inoperable due to an isolation signal, it
qualifies as an event reportable under 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v) as a
condition that-alone could ha~e prevented the fulfillment of the safety
function of a system needed to remove residual heat or mitigate the
consequences of an accident. It is also reportable under
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) as an activation of an engineered safety feature

| for isolation.
1

Surveillance tests of back-up emergency core cooling systems were
successfully completed or in progress during the eight-hoprI

investigation of possible causes of the isolation.
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If the HPCI system had continued to be unavailable, core coverage would J

still have been assured by the automatic depressurization system
together with low pressure emergency core cooling systems including the
two core spray systems (BM] and four residual heat removal (Low
Pressure Coolant Injection)' systems [BO).

,
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Corrective Action:

The aressure sensor and transmitter units were immediate y vented and I
caliarated. The system was restored to service within eight hours of
the isolation event.

During the next scheduled refueling outage, the transmitter will again
be calibrated and checked for the presence of air in the system. As a '

conservative measure, venting of the HPCI and RCIC transmitters prior
'

to restart from a cold shutdown outage will be done until sufficient
information is available to modify t ais action.

Additional Information

LER-86-015 RCIC isolated due to falso high steam flow signal due to
air in sensor transmitter
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